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Abstract. Controlling the looper height and strip tension is important in hot strip mills,
because these variables a ect both the strip quality and strip threading. Many researchers
have proposed and applied a variety of control schemes for this problem; however, the
increasingly strict market demand for strip quality requires further improvements. This
paper describes a Multivariable Active Disturbance Rejection Control (MADRC) strategy
that realizes the decoupling control of a hydraulic looper multivariable system. Simulation
experiments of a traditional Proportion-Integration (PI) controller and the proposed
MADRC controller were conducted using MATLAB/Simulink software. The simulation
results show that the proposed MADRC ensures good robustness and adaptability under
modeling uncertainty and external disturbance. It is concluded that the designed MADRC
controller produces better dynamic performance than the traditional PI controller does,
and the proposed looper control system is e ective and practical.
©

2018 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A hot strip mill rolls cast steel slabs into thin
sheets [1,2]. A typical hot strip mill facility is composed of the following units: reheat furnace, roughing
mill, transfer table, coilbox, crop shear, nishing mill,
run-out table, and coiler [3,4]. Bars with thickness
of around 250 mm are reheated to a temperature
of approximately 1200 C in the reheat furnace. In
the roughing mill, the reheated slabs are reduced to
thickness of 25-50 mm. The resulting sheet bar is then
transported to the nishing mill, where it is further
reduced to the nal thickness of 0.8-20 mm.
*. Corresponding author. Tel.: +86-18159284929
E-mail addresses: yfc ral@163.com (F.-C. Yin);
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During the hot strip rolling process, the looper
angle and strip tension control play an important role
in both the dimensional quality and mass ow of the
strips [5,6]. The control target is to keep the looper
angle and strip tension as close to the desired values as
possible. For the past three decades, hydraulic loopers
have been widely used in the steel industry because of
their fast transient response and high stability and precision [7]. However, there are several disadvantages to
them, such as signi cant uncertainties and disturbances
in system parameter and a nonlinear hydraulic servo
system, which complicates the design of the hydraulic
looper control system [8,9]. A number of scholars
have investigated solutions to this problem. Wang [10]
presented the guaranteed cost-sliding mode control system that gives the looper system a fast response time.
Zhong et al. [11] studied the looper system controller
with an almost disturbance decoupling control strategy
to enhance the looper system's robustness. Pittner et
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al. [12] proposed an optimal controller based on a statedependent Riccati equation technique to deal with the
unmodeled dynamics and large parameter variations of
looper system. Active disturbance rejection control,
which is well known for its robustness, has been used
to design the controller in many industrial elds. For
instance, Wang et al. [13] suggested a practical active
disturbance rejection control solution in the monitoring
Automatic Gauge Control (AGC) system of hot strip
mill, and Zou et al. [14] designed a controller with active disturbance rejection control theory for hydraulic
width control system in rough mills. Huang et al. [15]
designed the control circuit of inertial platform with
active disturbance rejection control theory. Su and
Qiu [16] introduced the active disturbance rejection
controller into robot uncalibrated visual servoing system. Dong et al. [17] introduced the active disturbance
rejection controller into electric power assist steering
system. In this paper, for hydraulic looper system,
the interaction between looper height and strip tension
is considered, and a Multivariable Active Disturbance
Rejection Control (MADRC) strategy is realized by
combining ADRC static decoupling technology with
ESO dynamic decoupling technology. The resulting
controller can be applied in both the looper height and
strip tension closed loops based on the coupled transfer
function model of the hydraulic looper system.

2. Model of hydraulic looper system
In this section, an overview of the looper height and
strip tension model is presented to analyze hydraulic
looper systems. The model description closely follows
that in [1] and forms the background of the control
problem. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the looper

and strip for the adjacent stands of seven rolling
stands in the hot strip nishing mill.
In Figure 1,  is the looper angle, L is the distance
between two stands, L2 is the distance between the
actual pass line and the looper pivot, L3 is the distance
between stand and the looper pivot, r is the radius of
the looper roll,  is the angle between the looper power
arm and the movable arm,  is the angle between the
hydraulic cylinder and the vertical direction,  is the
angle between the tangential direction of the looper
power arm and the hydraulic cylinder, i+1 is the roll
line speed at the (i +1)th stand, i is the roll line speed
i is the delivery speed of the strip
at the ith stand, out
at the ith stand, and ini+1 is the entry speed at the
(i + 1)th stand.

2.1. Model of strip tension system

Strip tension increment  is approximately proportional to both the Young's modulus and the strip
stretch according to the following equation:
E
 = (L + v ) ;
(1)
L
where L is the accumulated loop length, E is the
Young's modulus, and v is the looper variation
caused by changes in speed.
According to the geometrical relationship in Figure 1, the relationship between the looper height and
looper angle is:
L = EG + GF L;
(2)
where: q
EG =

[L3 sin() L2 + r]2 + [L3 cos() + L3 ]2 ;

q

GF = [L3 sin() L2 + r]2 +[L L3 L3 cos()]2 ;
and v can be calculated as follows:

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of a hydraulic looper system.
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v =
for:
ini+1

Z

t ( i+1
t0
in

i )dt;
out

i = 
out

i+1 i+1

(3)
(1 + fi ) i

fi i ;

(4)

where i+1 is the backward slip at the (i + 1)th stand,
and fi is the forward slip at the ith stand.
By substituting Eqs. (2) and (4) into Eq. (1),
the model is approximately linearized using a Taylor
expansion, which gives:


E dL
s =

L d

(i

@fi
@
+ i+1 i+1 )
@
@



(1 + fi )i :

(5)

By applying Newton's law of motion to the hydraulic
looper system, the following equation can be obtained:
J   = M  cos(  ) Ll  Fload ;
(6)
where M is the output torque of the looper hydraulic
cylinder, Fload is the total load acting on the looper,
and Ll is the length of the movable arm.
Fload is composed of three main components: strip
tension, F , total force of the strip weight and looper
weight, Fw , and strip bending force, Fb :
Fload = F + Fw + Fb ;

(7)

where the above three quantities are modeled as follows. F can be evaluated as:
F =   W  H  [sin(+ ) sin(

)];

(8)

where W is the strip width, and H is the strip exit
thickness. Fw can be evaluated as follows:


1
Fw = WS  g + WR  g  cos ;
(9)
2
where WR is the looper weight, and WR is the looper
arm weight. Fb can be evaluated as follows:




H 3
Fb = 16E  W  H  ( ) cos :
L

(10)

By substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (6), the model is
approximately linearized using a Taylor expansion,
which gives:
@M
@M

:
(11)
Js2  = M
@
@

2.3. Actuator modeling

cylinder that is driven by a servo valve. The natural
frequency of the hydraulic cylinder is higher than
20 Hz [13,14]. The transfer function of the servo valve
can thus be described as follows:
Q
Ksv
Gsv (s) = v = s2
;
(12)
sv
i
2 + 2 !sv s + 1
!sv
where Qv (m2 /s) is the ow rate of the servo valve,
i (A) is the control current of the servo valve, Ksv
(m3 /s/A) is the ow gain coecient of the servo valve,
!sv (rad/s) is the natural frequency, and sv is the
damping coecient.
Based on the balance equation of the hydraulic
cylinder and the load force and neglecting the damping
coecient and leakage coecient, the transfer function
of hydraulic cylinder, Gs (s), can be obtained as follows:
Gs (s) =

2.2. Model of looper height system

The actuator of the hydraulic looper is a hydraulic
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F
4A e (Me s2 + K )
= 2
;
Qv 4A e s + Me Vt s3 + KVt s

(13)

where F (N) is the thrust of the hydraulic cylinder,
A (m2 ) is the e ective area of the hydraulic cylinder
piston, e (N/m2 ) is the elastic modulus of hydraulic
oil, K (N/m) is the equivalent load sti ness, Me (kg)
is the equivalent quality of the load, and Vt (m3 ) is the
maximum volume of the cylinder cavity that is under
pressure.
The transfer function of the rolling mill's main
drive system, Gv (s), can be described by a rst-order
system:
Gv (s) =

1
;
Tv s + 1

(14)

where Tv is the time constant.

2.4. Transfer function model of hydraulic
looper system

A block diagram of the linearized model is given in
Figure 2. The manipulated variables include roll velocity,  , and control current, i. The controlled variables
include interstand tension  and looper angle .
The coupling transfer function model can be
obtained by a Laplace transform as follows:






 

(s)
Gv (s) Gi (s)
(s) = Gv (s) Gi (s)



 i((ss))

:

(15)

The No. 5 stand, No. 6 stand, and No. 5 hydraulic
looper in the 1700 mm hot strip mill were taken as the
research objects in a simulation. The initial value of the
looper angle was set to 0.296 rad, and the initial value
of the strip tension was set to 5 MPa. The simulation
parameters are given in Table 1.
Using the above data, the coupled transfer functions can be obtained by Eqs. (16) to (19) as shown in
Box I.
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Figure 2. Linear model of a hydraulic looper system.

Gv (s) =

0:1542e18 + 0:189e20s3 + 0:1523e21s2 + 0:756e22s + 0:3626e23
(3:3e4s9 + 1:604e8s8 + 8:38e10s7 + 6:715e13s6 + 2:697e16s5
+2:712e18s4 + 1:1e20s3 + 5:346e20s2 + 2:451e20s)

(16)

Gi (s) =

0:7135e10s4 + 0:338e14s3 + 0:1392e17s2 + 0:1262e20s + 0:4206e22
(3:3e4s8 + 1:604e8s7 + 8:38e10s6 + 6:715e13s5 + 2:697e16s4
+2:712e18s3 + 1:1e20s2 + 5:346e20s + 2:451e20)

(17)

0:4872e27s3 + 0:2436e28s2 + 0:1949e30s + 0:9745e30
(3:3e4s8 + 1:604e8s7 + 8:38e10s6 + 6:715e13s5 + 2:697e16s4
+2:712e18s3 + 1:1e20s2 + 5:346e20s + 2:451e20)

(18)

( 0:4544e16s6 0:2152e20s5 0:8875e22s4 0:8035e25s3
0:2678e28s2 0:1722e27s 0:574e29)
Gi (s) =
(3:3e4s8 + 1:604e8s7 + 8:38e10s6 + 6:715e13s5 + 2:697e16s4
+2:712e18s3 + 1:1e20s2 + 5:346e20s + 2:451e20):

(19)

Gv (s) =

Box I

3. Looper control architecture

3.1. Traditional PI control scheme

The classical control scheme for the hydraulic looper is
based on a Proportional-Integral (PI) control architecture, as depicted in Figure 3. Strip tension error, ,
is controlled by a PI regulator that acts, with a trim,
on the reference control current, iref , of the servo valve.
Looper angle deviation, , is regulated by a control
loop based on PI controller that acts, with a trim, on
reference speed, ref [15,16].
The above PI control architecture is widely used
mainly because of its simplicity. However, this control

scheme can perform very poorly in the presence of
disturbances and modeling uncertainties. For example,
if the looper angle cannot be maintained near the
desired value, the dynamic equilibrium of the metal
mass ow will be broken. Hence, in the following,
a multivariable active disturbance rejection control
scheme will be proposed.

3.2. Active disturbance rejection control: a
brief summary

Han [17] rstly put forward the active disturbance
rejection control theory. Compared with PID control theory, it overcomes the di erential obsession by
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Table 1. Simulation parameters of a hydraulic looper system.
Variable
Value
Variable
Value

W (m)
H (m)
E (GPa)
 (rad)
L (m)
R (m)
r (m)
J (kg.m2 )
WR (kg)
Ws (kg)
H (m)
H1 (m)
@L (m/rad)
@
@M (N.m /rad)
@

1.265
0.00407
150
0.75
5.8
0.61
0.092
480
370
190
0.48
0.184
0.1159
-8.12e3

L2 (m)
Tv (s)
A (m2 )
Me (kg)
Vt (m3 )
2
e (N/m )
K (m5 /N.s)
Ksv (m5 /N.s)
sv
5 (m/s)
6 (m/s)
@M (N.m/Pa)
@
@f (Pa 1 )
@
@
1
@ (Pa )

0.155
0.0885
0.001
500
0.005
1187
1:9964  105
3:3  1011
0.6
5.61
6.86
-0.595e-3
2.2e-10
3.5e-10

Figure 3. Traditional PI control structure of a hydraulic looper system.

Figure 4. The structure of active disturbance rejection control.
integral transformation, combines control engineering
experiences by nonlinear combination of error, and
reduces disturbances by error estimation [18,19].
ADRC control system is composed of Tracking
Di erentiator (TD), Extended State Observer (ESO),
and Nonlinear Feedback (NF) law, as shown in
Figure 4.
a. Tracking di erentiator. Proportional, integral and
derivative feedback is based on the past (I ), present
(P ), and future (D) control errors. Nevertheless,
most loops are in fact PI because the noise, interfused in input signals or feedback signals, is easily
ampli ed by derivative. The PID equation can be
given as follows:



u(k)= Kp +

KI

z 1 1

+ KD 1 z

1



e(k);

(20)

where e(k) is control error at the K th instant, KP
is proportional coecient, KI is integral coecient,
KD is di erential coecient, and u(k) is system
input signal at the K th instant. Consider a TD
model:
(

10 = 2
20 = M sgn [1

0 + j2 j 2 /(2M )];

(21)

where 1 is the tracking result of input signal,  ;
2 is the di erential of 1 ; and M is the tracking
coecient. Instead of derivative operation, 2 can
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be derived from integral operation. It has been
found that the integral transformation is bene cial
for avoiding di erential disaster.
b. Extended state observer. Consider an ESO model:
8
e
>
>
>
<

= z1 y
z_1 = z2 01 fal(e; a; 1 )
>
z_2 = z3 02 fal(e; a; 1 ) + bo u
>
>
:
z_3 = 03 fal(e; a; 1 )
(

fal (x; a;  ) =

jxj sgn(x)a jxj  
x 1 a
jxj  

(22)

(23)

where z1 is the tracking result of output signal, y;
z2 is the approximate di erential of z1 ; z3 is the
estimate of disturbance;  is the turning point of
fal function; a is the nonlinear coecient; and 01 ,
02 , and 03 are the coecients of observer.
Note that Eq. (23) is a continual, yet nondi erential, function, which is the arithmetic t
of engineering experience, larger error with less
regulated gain, while less error with larger regulated
gain.
c. Nonlinear feedback law. A PID controller, which
is designed based on the linear combination of
proportional, integral, and derivative feedback, is
independent of the model of control plant. Because
of simple linear combination, there is a limitation in
resolving the con ict of fast response and overshoot
of control system. Consider an ESO model:
8
>
>e1
>
<

= 1 z1 a
e2 = 2 z2 a
>
u0 = Kp1 fal(e1 ; a;  ) + Kp2 fal(e2 ; a;  )
>
>
:
u = u0 z3 /b0

(24)

where e1 is system error, e2 is system di erential
error, u0 is control signal, and u is system input signal. Kp1 is proportional gain, and Kp2 is di erential
gain. Control signal u0 , which inherits the modelindependent characteristic of PID controller and
e ectively compromises the con ict between fast
response and overshoot, is a nonlinear combination
of proportional and derivative feedbacks.

3.3. Application of MADRC technique in a
hydraulic looper control system

For the Double-Input Double-Output (DIDO) hydraulic looper system, the dynamic interaction between
loops can also be treated as external disturbance,
which can be tracked and estimated by ESO in each
main loop. Through the ADRC static decoupling
technology, a complex DIDO hydraulic looper system
can be converted to two Signal-Input Signal-Output

(SISO) systems: a normal SISO ADRC is then designed
for looper height and strip tension closed loops.
To give a quick and transient response to the
hydraulic looper system, TD is omitted for the designed
system. Besides, traditional ESO and SEF usually consist of nonlinear function structure; the same control
result can also be achieved by linear ADRC(LADRC),
since the hydraulic looper system can respond very fast;
furthermore, LADRC is much easier to realize.
The solution process of ADRC control strategy
can be divided into (a) and (b):
(a) ADRC static decoupling technology. For the
ADRC decoupling control of hydraulic looper system, a static decoupling compensator should be
connected in the front of controlled object; thus,
the system matrix (model) can be converted to a
diagonal matrix.
The original coupling matrix of hydraulic
looper system is a high-order matrix as shown in
Eq. (15), which is dicult to achieve in the real
system. Therefore, it reduces the order by Pade
order-reduced method as follows:

 v (s) G i (s) 
G

(25)
G(s) = G (s) G (s) ;
v
i
where:
50:94

G v (s) =

;
0:0622s2 + 0:7415s + 1

G i (s) =

;
0:489s2 + 1:394s + 1

G v (s) =

;
0:0622s2 + 0:7415s + 1

1:965e4

13:48

3370s
:
0:489s2 + 1:394s + 1
Due to the time-varying characteristics during rolling process, the static coupling matrix,
G (t), has great uncertainty; thus, reversible constant matrix, G 0  G (t)t=t0 , is approximately
selected in its range, and the approximate error
can be classi ed as disturbance and be expressed
as follows:


G v (t) G i (t)
G 0  G
 v (t) G i (t)
t=t0
G i (s) =



G v;0 G i;0 :
= G
 v;0 G i;0

(26)

According to the unit matrix synthesis on decoupling control, to decouple the hydraulic looper
system, a series static decoupling compensator is
designed as follows:
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xv (s) = G v;0 G i;0  (s) ;
(27)
xi (s)
G v;0 G i;0 i(s)
where xv (s) is the virtual control variable of looper
height closed loop; xi (s) is the virtual control
variable of strip tension closed loop.
Then, the Static Decoupling Compensator
(SDC) can be expressed as follows:








Nv Ni
 1 1 0
Nv Ni = G0 0 1

=  
Gv;0 Gi;0


G i;0
G v;0

1

G i;0 G v;0

G i;0

Gv;0



:

(28)

As described above, the ADRC static decoupling
technology can break through the limit of conventional inverse matrix decoupling method. The
technology does not require one to know the exact
value of coupling matrix, G (t), and its application
needs only the roughly estimated value of coupling
matrix, G 0 . For the approximate error caused
by the uncertainty or singularity of G (t), ADRC
can regard the error as new disturbance, and the
automatic disturbance estimate can be realized to
compensate for the error.
(b) The design of MADRC system. To facilitate the
design of MADRC, the transfer function model of
hydraulic looper system should be written into IO standard form. The approximate errors can be
classi ed as disturbance, and the ADRC of looper
height closed loop and strip tension closed loop are
then designed as follows:




=f ; ;_ d ; t + b0 xv (t) ;

(29)

 =f (; ;
_ d ; t) + b0 xi (t) ;

(30)

where f (:) and f (:) are unknown total disturbances; d and d are unknown external disturbances; b0 and b0 are tunable parameters.
For Linear Extended State Observer (LESO), it
can be designed as follows:
8
z_1
>
>
>
<

= z_2 01 "
z_2 = z_3
02 " + b0 xv
>
z
_
=
"
03 
>
> 3
:
" = z1 
8
z_1
>
>
>
<

= z_2 01 "
z_2 = z_3
02 " + b0 xi
>
z
_
=
"
03 
>
> 3
:
" = z1 

(31)

(32)
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By selecting suitable tunable parameters, 01 ,
03 , b0 , 01 , 02 , 03 , b0 , the designed
LESO can quickly and accurately track the looper
system states and estimate the total disturbances of
hydraulic looper system:
02 ,

z1 ! ; z2 ! ;_ z3 ! f () ;

(33)

z1 ! ; z2 ! ;
_ z3 ! f () :

(34)

As shown in Eqs. (33) and (34), it is clear that z3
and z3 are able to estimate the total disturbance of
hydraulic looper system. Also, f (:) and f (:) can
be rejected if real-time compensation terms z3 =b0
and z3 =b0 are contained in the control law; thus,
the control laws of looper height closed loop and strip
tension closed loop are designed as follows:
xv = (x0v

z3 )/b0 ;

(35)

xi = (x0i

z3 )/b0 :

(36)

By substituting Eq. (35) into Eq. (29) and substituting
Eq. (36) into Eq. (30), the plant of hydraulic looper
system can be reduced approximately to the unit gain
cascade plant as follows:




z3 + x0v  x0v ;

(37)

 =f (; ;
_ d ; t) z3 + x0i  x0i :

(38)

=f ; ;_ d ; t

Then, it will be easy to design a perfect control law
by state error feedback. Inheriting from PID based on
error-based feedback control, controlled inputs x0v and
x0i often employ the nonlinear combinations to simulate manual's control strategy that has an intelligent
function in a sense. To satisfy rapid requirements of
the hydraulic looper system and ensure ease of use, the
Linear State Error Feedback (LSEF) control laws are
designed as follows:
x0 = kp e

kd z2 ;

(39)

x0 = kp e

kd z2 ;

(40)

where e = ref z1 , e = ref z1 , and ref is the
reference of looper height; ref is the reference of strip
tension; kp , kd , kp , and kd are the adjusted gain
parameters.
The structure of MADRC for the hydraulic looper
system is shown in Figure 5, and SDC is designed as
Eq. (28); LESO can compensate for real-time unknown
total disturbances f (:) and f (:) based on roll velocity
 , control current i, strip tension , and looper angle
; LSEF can generate control variables x0 , and x0
based on the assignment for state error feedback and
the compensation for disturbance estimation.
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Figure 5. The structure of multivariable active disturbance rejection control for a hydraulic looper system.
As shown in Figure 5, instead of designing a
decoupling subsystem in the MADRC control system
and considering the static decoupling mismatch caused
by model perturbation, the uncertainty of controlled
object and unknown external disturbance can be regarded as total disturbance, which can be compensated
by LESO so that indirect decoupling control and active
disturbance rejection control can be achieved.

4. Simulation experiments
It should be noted that the application of the new
control method described herein to an actual installation is an extremely expensive task that is well beyond
the scope of this paper. This is because, in most
cases, interrupting production on a multi-million dollar
manufacturing process, such as a tandem hot strip mill,
to test and verify a new large scale control strategy
is virtually impossible mostly due to the very high
manufacturing costs and is usually not allowed by the
mill owner. Thus, the only reasonable method for
verifying the performance of a controller in this scope is
by simulation. Using the working and control principles
of a hydraulic looper in a hot rolling mill, the control
e ects of PI and MADRC controllers were compared
by using MATLAB/Simulink software.
Based on PI and MADRC control schemes developed above, the structures of PI and MADRC controllers used in simulations can be expressed as follows:
1
CP I (s) = P + I ( );
s
CMADRC (s) =

n
X
i=1

(41)
i fal (ei ; a;  ) :

(42)

The parameters of PI and MADRC controllers used in
simulations are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. List of controller parameters.
Items
PI
MADRC

Controller
parameters

01

02

150
350

02

120
4800

03

1200

03

30000

Pv0

1.25

01

Iv0

0.73

Pi0 5.22e-5

b0
kp

70 b0
46.9 kp

50
0.24

Ii0

kd

23.3 kd

1.66

8.23

4.1. Simulations for comparing the step
responses

The simulations were carried out as in the following
steps. A step testing signal with amplitude of 0.02 rad
was added to the initial value of the looper angle at t =
5 s, and the simulation results are shown in Figure 6.
A step testing signal with amplitude of 1.0 MPa was
added to the initial value of the looper angle at t = 5 s,
and the simulation results are shown in Figure 7.
The dynamic characteristic parameters of PI and
MADRC controllers were calculated, and the results
are presented in Table 3.
As shown in Table 3 above, PI controller gives
an angle rising time of 0.93 s, a tension rising time of
0.46 s, an overshoot angle of 0.16%, and an overshoot
tension of 0.12%. The proposed MADRC controller
produces a lower tension rising time of just 0.04 s and
an overshoot angle of only 0.12%. The dynamic characteristic parameters of both controllers are acceptable
in a hydraulic looper system. Furthermore, because
of the ADRC static decoupling technology and ESO
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Table 3. Comparison of dynamic characteristics.
Items
Controller Rising time Overshot

Range

Step change in angle

PI
MADRC

0.93 s
0.12 s

0.16%
0.12%

0.135MPa
0.015MPa

Step change in tension

PI
MADRC

0.46 s
0.04 s

15.4%
0.3%

0.009rad
0.0005rad

dynamic decoupling technology in the designed control
system, the tension uctuation is 0.015 MPa, and the
angle uctuation is 0.0005 rad, which is much smaller
than that of the PI controller.

4.2. Simulation for comparing the disturbance
rejection performances

In an actual hot strip rolling process, there is a mutual
interaction between the automatic gauge control system and the hydraulic looper control system. In the
hydraulic looper system, the main disturbance comes
from changes in mass ow. We added changes in the
roll gap, regarded as the disturbance signals, to the
strip tension closed loop, and the uctuation in entry
thickness and temperature is replaced approximately
by Gaussian noise signals.
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A sinusoidal roll gap disturbance, Sa , with
frequency of 0.5 Hz and amplitude of 0.05 mm was
added to the initial value of the roll gap, and the
simulation results are shown in Figure 8. A step
testing signal with amplitude of 0.05 mm was added
to the initial value of the roll gap at t = 5 s, and the
simulation results are shown in Figure 9.
As shown in the above simulation results, under
the same disturbance situation, MADRC controller can
achieve control the e ect of looper angle and strip tension better than PI controller may. The MADRC has
the high disturbance rejection performance, because
this control strategy introduces LESO into the control
system so that the total disturbance caused by the
uncertainty of controlled object and unknown external
disturbance can be compensated.

Figure 6. Response curves of looper angle step disturbance.

Figure 7. Response curves of strip tension step disturbance.
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Figure 8. The outputs of hydraulic looper system in response to roll gap sine disturbance.

Figure 9. The outputs of hydraulic looper system in response to roll gap step disturbance.

4.3. Simulation with varying rolling process
parameters

In actual hot strip mill production, various strip
speci cations are rolled. Thus, the hydraulic looper
system must be robust enough to ensure the quality of
strips. In this simulation, the e ect of di erent CrossSectional Areas (CSA) was investigated under both PI
and MADRC controllers.
A step disturbance with amplitude of 0.02 rad was
added to the initial value of the looper angle at t = 1 s.
The simulation results are shown in Figures 10 and
11 and Table 4. As the cross-sectional areas enlarge,
the overshoot angle of both controllers remains fairly
good, although the rising time of PI controller increases

to 731.9 ms, which is unacceptable in the hydraulic
looper system. In contrast, the rising time of MADRC
controller remains below 70 ms. When the crosssectional areas of the strip become smaller, the rising
time of both controllers decreases. However, for PI
controller, the minimum rising time is 731.8 ms, which
does not meet the dynamic response requirements
of the hydraulic looper system. However, MADRC
controller achieves a rising time of just 63.8 ms and
an overshoot angle of 12.17%. These levels are acceptable for hydraulic looper systems. Additionally, the
tension overshoot of MADRC controller is less than
0.35 MPa in all cases, which is less than that of PI
controller.

Table 4. Dynamic characteristic parameters achieved with looper angle step disturbance.
Parameters

CSA = 1448 mm2 CSA = 2230 mm2 CSA = 4952 mm2 CSA = 7825 mm2
PI MADRC
PI MADRC
PI MADRC
PI MADRC

Angle rising time (s) 731.8

63.8

731.5

64.2

732.8

65.7

731.9

65.5

Angle overshot (%) 13.52

12.17

13.67

11.98

13.28

12.08

13.41

12.32

Tension uctuation 0.652
range (MPa)

0.332

0.538

0.318

0.428

0.224

0.327

0.183
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Figure 10. Response curves of looper angle step disturbance with varying strip cross-sectional areas.

Figure 11. Response curves of strip tension step disturbance with varying strip cross-sectional areas.
According to the above results, it is clear that
both controllers with model matching can achieve good
control e ects. When the system is disturbed or
the rolling process parameters change, the disturbance
rejection and robustness of PI controller are degraded,

and large overshoots or long rising times appear. However, the hydraulic looper control system based on the
proposed MADRC controller is relatively insensitive
to disturbances and rolling process parameter changes,
exhibiting strong disturbance rejection and robustness.
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5. Conclusions
1. Based on the generation mechanism of strip tension
and the force conditions of a hydraulic looper,
a dynamical mathematical model of a hydraulic
looper system was established. MADRC controller
that allows active disturbance rejection control was
designed for the established model;
2. Simulation platforms for MADRC and PI control
systems were developed using MATLAB/Simulink.
A comparison of the step response and disturbance
rejection performance with model matching was
carried out. The simulation results showed that,
under the condition that the disturbance comes
from roll gap, MADRC controller could achieve
better dynamic performance with higher levels of
control;
3. Comparison experiments of di erent cross-sectional
areas of strip were carried out. The simulation
results showed that the overshoot and rising time of
PI controller increased beyond the levels accepted
by hydraulic looper systems. In the case of MADRC
controller, the overshoot angle remained less than
12.5%, and the rising time was less than 70 ms. The
tension uctuation range was less than 0.35 MPa in
all scenarios. Thus, the control performance of the
proposed DMC controller was better than that of
PI controller.
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